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We present twomethods by which single cells can be mechanically trapped and continuously monitored

within the suspended microchannel resonator (SMR) mass sensor. Since the fluid surrounding the

trapped cell can be quickly and completely replaced on demand, our methods are well suited for

measuring changes in cell size and growth in response to drugs or other chemical stimuli. We validate

our methods by measuring the density of single polystyrene beads and Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast

cells with a precision of approximately 10�3 g cm�3, and by monitoring the growth of single mouse

lymphoblast cells before and after drug treatment.
1 Introduction

The suspended microchannel resonator (SMR) enables single-

cell measurements of buoyant mass with femtogram-level reso-

lution.1,2 The SMR consists of an embedded microfluidic channel

inside a cantilever that resonates in an on-chip vacuum. Cells or

particles with a different density than the surrounding fluid cause

a small change in the cantilever’s resonant frequency as they flow

through the cantilever, and their buoyant mass can be deter-

mined from the magnitude of the frequency change. The buoyant

mass, or mass of a particle in fluid, is defined as

mbuoyant ¼ V (rp � rf) (1)

where V is the particle volume, and rp and rf are the particle and

fluid densities, respectively.

Early SMR implementations could provide the buoyant

masses of cells in a population but could weigh each cell only

once and were unable to monitor single cells over time.3 Later

systems added fluidic controls to implement dynamic trapping,

during which an individual cell is repeatedly passed back and
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forth through the SMR. When maintained over extended time

periods, this dynamic trap can measure the growth of individual

cells in real time.2 But delivering chemical stimuli to a dynami-

cally trapped cell is challenging because viscous-dominated flow

inside the microchannel ensures that the cell moves along with

the surrounding fluid.

Recently, Grover, Bryan et al. showed that by loading the

SMR device with two different fluids, single cells can be

dynamically trapped within the two fluids, weighed in the first

fluid and then weighed in the second fluid.4 This technique is well

suited for measuring the density of single cells by weighing them

in two fluids of different densities. However, their technique is

unsuitable for measuring the response of a cell to chemical

stimuli because the duration of exposure of the cell to the second

fluid is limited to only a few seconds, and the growth rate of

a single cell cannot be measured both pre- and post-treatment

with a drug. Finally, the buoyant mass measured by this method

is subject to uncertainty caused by variations in the cell’s flow

path through the cantilever.

One strategy for overcoming these limitations is to physically

trap each cell within the SMR. The buoyant mass of the cell

could then be monitored continuously while the fluid

surrounding the cell is changed at will. Several designs for cell

traps were considered: methods such as standing acoustic waves,5

dielectrophoresis6,7 and optical trapping8,9 have their appeal in

that no cell contact is necessary and that the action of capturing

and releasing a cell can be readily controlled. However, while it is

possible to generate forces on the order of tens to hundreds of

piconewtons by applying acoustic or electromagnetic waves in an

ordinary microfluidic channel, the multilayered geometry and

complex design of the SMR device make it difficult to implement

these techniques. Mechanical structures involving cell-sized

‘docks’ preceding a constriction10,11 and U-shaped trapping
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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compartments12–15 proved to be more robust cell capturers for

our application.

Mechanical trapping structures integrated with the SMR can

effectively load and unload a single cell while its buoyant mass

and the density of the surrounding fluid are continuously

monitored. We evaluated two types of mechanical trap: the first,

referred to as three-channel SMRs (Fig. 1a,b), proved to be most

suitable for single-cell density measurements, while the second

type, referred to as columned SMRs (Fig. 1c), was used to

measure cell growth before and after exposure to a drug.

2 Three-channel SMRs

2.1 Method

Three-channel SMRs were fabricated as described previously1

with a capture dock at the apex of the cantilever (Fig. 1a,b) and

a third fluidic channel used to control flow into and out of the

dock. At the T-junction where the dock meets the third channel

(channel 3), a narrowconstriction allows fluid topass, but not cells

of the appropriate size. Two versions of the three-channel SMR

with different dimensions were fabricated: one with a 3 � 8 mm

channel cross-section and a 200 nm wide horizontal slit; and

another with an 8� 8 mm channel cross-section device and a 2 mm

wide vertical gap. A computer-controlled fluidic system orches-

trates a sequence of pressure changes that traps a cell, measures its

buoyantmass, quickly replaces the fluid around the cell, measures

its buoyant mass a second time in the new fluid, and ejects the cell.

To prime the device, fluid 1 flows from bypass channel B1 to

the cantilever. Fluid 1 carries the cells to be measured (Fig. 2,

blue). Relative pressure settings ensure that the majority of fluid 1

travels from B1 to the second bypass B2 via the SMR tominimize

the likelihood of cells being captured in the dock. After the device

is primed, the fluid velocity through the SMR is reduced, and

pressure on the bypass B3 is lowered so that a significant amount

of the fluid now flows through the third channel. Thus, a tran-

siting cell will be directed into the pocket and captured (Fig. 4

inset). Cell capture is detected as a stepwise change in the reso-

nant frequency due to the change in mass inside the cantilever (if

the cell sinks, mass increases and frequency decreases; if the cell

floats, mass decreases and frequency increases). Cell immobili-

zation eliminates position uncertainty, a source of error, which

exists when measuring samples in a flow through mode.

After a cell is trapped, the computer reverses the flow to flush

the SMR with fluid 2 (Fig. 2, red) from bypass channel B2. Fluid
Fig. 1 Top perspective of SMRs with mechanical traps. Three-channel SMR

a 200 nm horizontal slit and (b) 8 � 8 mm device with a vertical 2 mm wide o

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
1 is completely rinsed out of the cantilever, leaving the cell

immersed in fluid 2. Prior to removing the cell from the trap,

bypass B3 is filled with fluid 2, and a constant flow is maintained.

This clears out remnants of fluid 1 that have previously exited

through the third channel and is crucial for preventing the two

fluids from mixing during the ejection step. The control system

then gradually pressurizes the third channel until the cell leaves

the dock. After the cell is ejected, there is another step in the

resonant frequency corresponding to the buoyant mass of the cell

in fluid 2. The entire sequence of events takes 3–5 s and can be

observed in SupplementaryMovie 1, ESI.† The duration of serial

measurements depends on cell concentration. Smaller concen-

trations of cells will increase the delay between measurements,

but high concentrations will lead to multiple cells being trapped.

With two buoyant mass measurements and two measurements

of the fluid density, the cell’s density can be determined. The

device is calibrated with fluids of known density, allowing the

density of fluids 1 and 2 to be accurately determined. The cell

density is, therefore, determined as:

rcell ¼
mbuoyant2$rfluid1 �mbuoyant1$rfluid2

mbuoyant2 �mbuoyant1

(2)

Measurement error in the cell’s density is affected by the choice

of densities of fluids 1 and 2. If the reference fluid densities are

close, the buoyant mass values in both fluids will also be close,

and the measurement error will play a more significant role in

eqn (2). This error was minimized by choosing reference fluids as

far apart in density as was convenient. Furthermore, we took

care to ‘bracket’ the sample’s density between the fluid densities

(fluid 1 is less dense than the cell, and fluid 2 is more dense than

the cell). In order to calculate volume and mass, the sensitivity of

the SMR, relating buoyant mass to cantilever resonant frequency

change, was determined with NIST size standard beads as

previously reported.2 Note that since the buoyant mass calibra-

tion factor affects all the buoyant mass terms proportionally in

eqn (2), this calibration is not actually required for measuring cell

density.
2.2 Materials

Buffers. Yeast was grown and measured in yeast extract plus

peptone medium supplemented with 2% glucose and 1 mg ml�1

adenine (YEPD) and bacteria in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth

(Sigma-Aldrich L2542). For the secondary fluid for the density
s with different third-channel dock geometries: (a) 3 � 8 mm device with

pening. (c) Columned SMR.

Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 4174–4180 | 4175
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Fig. 2 SMR resonant frequency response is plotted versus time as the density of a 5 mm polystyrene bead is measured. A – SMR is filled with water. B –

A bead is trapped. The short spike at the end of the step is due to the bead rounding the corner of the wall, before entering the pocket; C – Water is

replaced by D2O. D – The particle is ejected.
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measurements we used Milli-Q ultrapure water, deuterium oxide

(Sigma-Aldrich 151882) and a 1 : 9 dilution of 10x PBS (Omni-

pur 6505) in high-density Percoll (Sigma-Aldrich P4937, modi-

fied as reported by Grover et al.4)

Cells. Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells (strain A2587) were

grown in YEPD at 30 �C with agitation and measured about

2.5 h after the culture had been started, prior to beginning of

exponential growth phase. Escherichia coli (ATCC 25922) were

grown in LB overnight at 37 �C then diluted 1 : 100 in media 1 h

before the measurement.

Polystyrene beads. The beads used in the measurements and

calibrations were the size standards from Bangs Labs NT17N

(1.9 mm) and Thermo Scientific 4205A (5 mm).
2.3 Results

We first applied this technique to polystyrene beads, which were

measured in water (r ¼ 0.9983 g cm�3) and deuterium oxide (r ¼
1.1046 g cm�3). All experiments were performed at 23.3 �C. The
measurements, shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3 for 1.9 mm and 5 mm

beads, were carried out in the 3 � 8 mm and 8 � 8 mm devices

respectively. The results, r1.9 ¼ 1.0497 � 0.0010 g cm�3 and r5 ¼
1.0491 � 0.0008 g cm�3 (mean � standard deviation), matched

the reported density of polystyrene (�1.05 g cm�3). In addition,

we determined the population statistics of the calculated diam-

eters by assuming the volume of a sphere in eqn (1). Both samples
Table 1 Density and population statistics of the diameter of polystyrene
beads. Diameter was calculated from (1) assuming the volume of
a sphere. Mean values (*) of diameter are the same by definition as they
were used as buoyant mass calibration, therefore the values are merely
indicative

sample density g cm�3

diameter um

measured datasheet

1.9 mm (n ¼ 231) Mean 1.0497 1.9* 1.9*
St. Dev 1 � 10�3 0.03 0.03
CV (%) 0.09% 1.4% 1.6%

5 mm (n ¼ 247) Mean 1.0491 5.003* 5.003*
St. Dev 8 � 10�4 0.04 0.05
CV (%) 0.08% 0.8% 1.0%

4176 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 4174–4180
showed lower standard deviations and coefficients of variation

than the ones reported by the manufacturers (Table 1).

The method was also used to measure the density of S. cer-

evisiae cells with an 8 � 8 mm SMR. The results obtained by

consecutive measurements of the cells in their medium (r ¼
1.0182 g cm�3) and PBS:Percoll (r ¼ 1.1667 g cm�3) are shown in

Fig. 4. An average cell density r¼ 1.1042� 0.0057 g cm�3, CV¼
0.59%, n ¼ 244 (totaling 2 runs) was determined. This value is in

accordance with single-cell yeast density measurements obtained

through other methods (Table 2). The two experimental runs

were measured from two samples taken from the same culture,

one hour apart. The measured densities were r¼ 1.1049� 0.0068

g cm�3, CV ¼ 0.62% for the earlier one (n ¼ 132) and r ¼ 1.1033

� 0.0061 g cm�3, CV ¼ 0.56% for the later sample (n ¼ 112). The

results for calculated mass arem¼ 95.08� 46.30 pg, CV¼ 48.7%

and volume V ¼ 78.1 � 35.3 mm3, CV ¼ 45.2% and V ¼ 95.9 �
47.5 mm3, CV¼ 49.6%, respectively. The data of the two separate

measurements are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1, ESI.† Volume

was also measured with a Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter,

Multisizer 4),V¼ 78.5� 49.2 mm3, CV¼ 62.6% and V¼ 91.45�
58.5 mm3, CV ¼ 64.0%, respectively (n ¼ 20,000 cells).
2.4 Discussion

The results demonstrate that our method can accurately deter-

mine the density, mass, and volume of single cells to the extent

that osmotic shock can be avoided or minimized and that the

density of the cell being measured can be bracketed by the

appropriate solution densities. More than one cell can be trapped

at the same time if a cluster of cells enter simultaneously or if the

flow reversal time is not short enough to prevent an additional

cell from being captured. For density measurements, the capture

of multiple cells will result in a measured average, which will

mask the variability amongst those cells. However, these events

can be detected optically or by size signatures and can be rejected

by data analysis.

We further attempted to achieve the same measurement on

bacterial cells (E. coli) with the 3 � 8 mm SMR. However,

although single bacterium can be trapped within the pocket,

ejection proved to be difficult without large pressure differentials

due to cell adhesion to the walls. Further developments such as
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 3 Density and mass of polystyrene size standard beads measured in two different three-channel devices. Mean densities: (a) 1.9 mm particles r ¼
1.0497 � 0.0010 g cm�3, CV ¼ 0.09%, n ¼ 231 (b) 5.003 mm particles r ¼ 1.0491 � 0.0008 g cm�3, CV ¼ 0.08%, n ¼ 247.

Fig. 4 Density and mass of S. cerevisiae cells. Mean density r ¼
1.1042 � 0.0066 g cm�3, CV ¼ 0.59%, n ¼ 244. Inset plot Density and

mass of 5 mm polystyrene beads measured in the same conditions as the

cells. Scales are the same as the main plot. The biological variability as

determined by the spread of cell measurements is less than the instrument

variability as predicted by the measurement and dispersion of bead

samples. Inset picture Immobilized cell (circled). Scale bar: 10 mm.
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bacteria-resistant surfaces16 are still required to successfully

measure the density of single bacteria.

3 Columned SMRs

3.1 Method

In order to measure the drug response of single cells, we used our

existing process1 to fabricate SMRs of 15� 20 mm cross-sectional
Table 2 Reported measurements of yeast density

reference density g cm�3

Reuß et al. 21 1.0952 � 0.011

Aiba et al. 22 1.090 � 0.0112
Haddad et al. 23 1.087 � 0.026
Baldwin et al. 24 1.1126 � 0.010
Bryan al.3 1.1029 � 0.0026
current result 1.1042 � 0.0066

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
area with 3 mm diameter trapping columns that are spaced evenly

by 3 mm in a U-shape located either at the side or at the center of

the cantilever apex (Fig. 1c). Two larger bypass channels (100 mm

in diameter) deliver fluid to and from the SMR. Under normal

device operation, a sample containing cells suspended in a carrier

medium (Fig. 5, blue) is first loaded via pressure driven flow. A

single cell entering the SMR that happens to be caught within the

columns will result in a step-wise change in resonant frequency

corresponding to an increase or decrease in total sensor mass.

Most cells flowing through the SMR follow the path of least

resistance and are diverted away from the columns. In order to

optimize the likelihood of trapping a cell within the columns,

two additional technical components are employed. First, the

pressure drop across the SMR is precisely adjusted by

a combination of both ambient and hydrostatic control to

reduce or eliminate fluid flow; and second, the SMR is driven at

higher amplitudes to appreciate a significant centrifugal force

on the cell.17 The SMR is typically actuated only by electrostatic

forces from an adjacent electrode. In order to generate sufficient

vibration amplitude for guiding the cell into the columns,

piezoelectric actuation tuned in phase with the electrostatic

drive is superimposed. Piezoelectric actuation has been shown

to produce a few microns of amplitude in SMR oscillation.18

This in turn exerts a nanonewton-scale centrifugal force on a 10

mm polystyrene bead, which provides enough acceleration to

move a bead at rest near the cantilever apex into the trapping

compartment in less than a second. Although a similar

approach can be used for trapping cells, cell density is less than

the polystyrene density resulting in an overall smaller centrif-

ugal force. In order to compensate for this, stop flow (or zero

pressure differential) across the cantilever must be imposed
method

Anton Parr DMA 45
densitometer
settling velocity
settling velocity
density gradient centrifugation
SMR + Coulter Counter
SMR

Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 4174–4180 | 4177
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Fig. 5 Columned SMR device operation. A – Empty channel; B – 10 micron polystyrene bead (green, r¼ 1.05 g cm�2) is trapped in H2O (blue, r¼ 1.00

g cm�2); C – Fluid is exchanged to D2O (red, r ¼ 1.10 g cm�2); D – Bead is ejected from trap.
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when a transiting cell arrives at the vicinity of the columns

allowing the centrifugal force sufficient time to accelerate the

cell into the mechanical trap. Once the cell is trapped, a pressure

differential across the cantilever is resumed. This is achieved by

applying pressure-driven flow to the upstream of both bypass

channels. The flow rate on one side is greater than the other in

order to prevent the cell from escaping the trap as a new fluid

carrying a drug or stimulus enters the SMR (Fig.5, red). When

the fluidic exchange is completed, the SMR resonant frequency

stabilizes. Reversing the flow effectively removes a cell from the

trap, resulting in another step-wise shift in resonant frequency.

A drug response experiment begins by employing the dynamic

trapping method2 to measure the instantaneous growth rate of

the cell. The cell is then mechanically trapped within the columns

as described previously, and a new fluid containing the drug is

delivered as depicted in Fig. 5. Following drug delivery, the cell is

ejected from the columns and dynamic flow trapping is utilized

once again to monitor the buoyant mass of the cell. When

compared to statically holding a cell within the SMR, monitoring

buoyant mass by dynamically trapping the cell has the important

advantage that the baseline signal is measured after every

passage in order to correct for drift.
3.2 Materials

Buffers. Cells were grown and measured in Lebovitz’s L15

medium (Invitrogen 21083027) supplemented with 10% FBS

(Invitrogen no. 16000-044), 0.4% glucose (Sigma-Aldrich G8769)

and 1% penicillin/streptomycin mix (Cellgro MT-30-002-CI) at

37 �C. Sodium azide (Sigma Ultra S8032-100G) was added for

drug treatment experiments. Deuterium oxide (Sigma-Aldrich

151882) was used as the second fluid for the polystyrene bead

measurement.

Cells. L1210 mouse lymphoblasts were grown in medium

(L-15 + FBS + glucose + penstrep) inside tissue culture flasks at

37 �C and at 5% ambient carbon dioxide. Cell culture was

maintained in log phase by periodically diluting and re-sus-

pending cells in fresh medium every two days. Total cell count in

culture was kept between 50 � 103 mL�1 and 200 � 103 mL�1. To

fix cells, 5 mL of a saturated culture (cell count at 1 � 106 mL�1)

was spun down (150 rcf for 5 min), washed with 1� PBS, and
4178 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 4174–4180
then re-suspended in 0.5 mL 100 mM phosphate buffer + 0.5

100 mM phosphate buffer solution with 7.4% Formaldehyde and

4% Glutaraldehyde. The sample was then left at room temper-

ature overnight and later washed and re-suspended in 1� PBS.

The fixed cells were kept at 37 �C overnight to ensure that any

possible molecular exchange between the cells and the medium

have reached equilibrium.

Polystyrene beads. The beads used in the measurements and

calibrations were from Bangs Labs NT27N (10 mm).
3.3 Results

As with the three-channel SMRs, the feasibility of fluidic

exchange for the columned devices was first assessed using 10 mm

diameter polystyrene beads. Fig. 5 reports on this proof of

concept experiment. The bead is sinking in water when it is

captured in the columns. Following complete fluid replacement,

it is then floating in deuterium oxide. In contrast to the three-

channel SMRs, any new fluid entering the columned SMRs must

first replace the contents of both bypass channels. Thus, the

entire process of fluidic exchange, which typically requires 3 to 5

min, takes substantially longer than can be achieved by three-

channel SMR.

We measured the growth rate of L1210 mouse lymphoblast

cells before and after fluidic exchange in three conditions: 1)

a single growing cell before and after a control exchange from

medium to like medium; 2) a single growing cell before and after

exchange from medium to medium + 1% sodium azide; 3)

a single fixed cell before and after a control exchange from

medium to like medium. Cells that were exchanged frommedium

to like medium grew at comparable rates before and after fluidic

exchange (Fig. 6a), indicating that shear stress from the fluidic

exchange does not alter the short-term growth properties. In

contrast, cells that were exchanged from medium to medium +

1% sodium azide exhibited a negative growth rate immediately

following exchange (Fig. 6b). Sodium azide causes ATP synthesis

to shut down, which results in depolarization of the cell due to

inhibition of active transporters on the plasma membrane in

counterion exchange.19,20 An increase in osmotic pressure inside

the cell stimulates an increase in uptake of water and thereby

decreases the density of the cell. As a result, the buoyant mass
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 6 The buoyant mass versus time of individual L1210 mouse lymphoblast cells. (a) Control: monitored in medium (red) and exchanged into medium

(blue). (b) Drug delivery: monitored in medium (red) and exchanged in medium with 1% sodium azide (blue).
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decreases. The negative growth rate exhibited following treat-

ment with sodium azide is a biophysical manifestation of the

cell’s inability to maintain a concentration gradient across the

plasma membrane. Results from additional measurements are

summarized in Fig. 7.
3.4 Discussion

We demonstrated that the columned SMRs can effectively

monitor the buoyant mass of a cell before and after drug

treatment. However, the columned SMRs have several draw-

backs: i) long-term growth studies (in excess of 60 min) have not

yet been possible to achieve because shear stress from the

continuous flow trapping and the fluid exchange ultimately

affects cell viability, ii) small pressure fluctuations during the

fluidic exchange process can cause the cell to squeeze through

the column gaps and escape the trap, and iii) the entire proce-

dure requires approximately an hour to measure the drug

response from one cell. The last two drawbacks, when taken

together, resulted in an effective throughput of about one cell

per day. Nevertheless, the method in its current state can be

used to gain biophysical insight into how drugs alter the ability

of a cell to uptake nutrients immediately following exposure to

a drug.
Fig. 7 The growth rates of all L1210 mouse lymphoblast cells monitored

before and after fluidic exchange. The fixed cell measurements deter-

mined the noise floor of the technique to be �0.1296 � 0.1109 pg$hr�1

before the exchange and �0.0809 � 0.1697 pg$hr�1 after the exchange.
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Conclusion

Our work augments current SMR capabilities with single-cell

manipulation techniques based on mechanical trapping struc-

tures. This capability enables measurements that are not possible

using flow-through mass sensing. The ability to measure the

buoyant mass of an individual cell in two fluids allows its density

as well as its response to a drug to be measured. We measured the

density, mass, and volume of individual yeast cells in their culture

medium and in PBS:Percoll solution. We also measured the

dynamics of buoyant mass accumulation and loss in mouse

lymphoblast cells before and after complete buffer replacement

with and without the presence of a drug or stimulus.

We developed two approaches for making these measure-

ments. In the first, three-channel SMRs capture single cells and

rapidly exchange the surrounding buffer for a new fluid.

Consecutive buoyant mass measurements in different fluids are

rapidly acquired without the need for microfluidic mixing. This

approach is not optimal for monitoring growth behavior of the

cells prior to and after drug delivery as the presence of a third

channel introduces fluidic pressure variations that prevent stable

dynamic flow trapping. To address this limitation, we developed

columned SMRs that enable a complete fluid exchange

throughout the system by temporarily capturing a cell. Dynamic

flow trapping can be resumed without hindrance following fluid

exchange, thereby allowing for effective growth monitoring

before and after drug delivery.
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